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IP-1
Carrier-phase difference detection and tracking in multipoint broadcast channels US8837525 US, CN

IP-2

Maximum-likelihood MIMO demodulation for frequency-selective channels US8705647 US

IP-3 Carrier-phase difference detection with mismatched transmitter and receiver delays US8792372 US, CN

IP-4

Phase synchronization of base stations via mobile feedback in multipoint 

broadcasting
US8478203

US, CN

IP-5 Wideband analog channel information feedback US8644265 US, CN

IP-6 Heterogeneous pilots US9137077 US, CN

IP-7 Channel feedback in OFDM systems US8908587 US, CN

IP-8 Channel estimation by time-domain parameter extraction US9571305 US, CN

IP-9 Sparse channel detection, estimation, and feedback US9031169 US, CN

IP-10 Coordinated multi-point transmission and multi-user MIMO US9125074 US, CN
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IP-1, US8837525: Carrier-phase difference detection and 

tracking in multipoint broadcast channels

An invention:

The downlink channel information can be derived from 

uplink channel information, when the Carrier-phase 

difference (CPD) is known. 

A need for the invention:

As the number of channels is high in multipoint 

broadcasting the feedback overhead on uplink channel 

diminishes uplink capacity (especially in a TDD 

environment).

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8837525

CN102546491B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20120927&CC=US&NR=2012243424A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/DC7785F82B4FD4CA88ED46B06C884A5EA6FDDFB836EF9999
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/58103B39BD7A5BF1ED322F65B2708F9CC45C232BBA1B834E2DCF23330066E1BDF9A66D9F55F78607DA0E12E7C56209A7083552D1BF8EA91229B3C367B4A3AF9D50A6F28DAFEFDD45?isRedirect=1&csrfToken=#/?_k=hgtl9s


IP-2, US8705647: Maximum-likelihood MIMO demodulation 

for frequency-selective channels

An invention:

The invention is using maximum-likelihood (ML) demodulation in 

wideband MIMO systems where equalization has to be performed 

first to suppress the inter-symbol interference (ISI) or inter-chip 

interference (ICI). To apply ML or near-ML demodulation on the 

equalized signal, an equivalent MIMO channel matrix and a noise 

covariance matrix of the equalizer output will be constructed. 

Noise de-correlation is then applied to the equalized signal. Much 

improved performance can be achieved by optimum ML or near-

ML demodulations after de-correlation.

A need for the invention:
A need to improve the performance of a wideband MIMO 

receiver.

A patent family:

Granted US patent

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8705647

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/A97A65808972335AC53D83D4637BCEF9F7429EDDCC4AAA03A825A657E6009AF79AAAC37AED55BA460C88859634DA9714135621B384D869D475DB2C6C1CF3CEE4353C9012E94E15AB?isRedirect=1&csrfToken=#/?_k=w6006q


IP-3, US8792372: Carrier-phase difference (CPD) detection 

with mismatched transmitter and receiver delays

An invention:

How to determine a CPD.

A need for the invention:

CPD determination is needed for feedback overhead reduction on 

uplink channel (especially in TDD environment)

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8792372

CN102685042B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/5D53D72F10D36726673053735FDFB9EE8294E48D7641C2AA
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/5AA0854065815FDFB274FD6C28481FC72CFE00586B5041740EBFC3DBEDBEDB4A0F10C68E014B531CB7D678D2218A1DA4BAAF88F94F385CD21F325279FADE0DE08E644DC85285A13F?isRedirect=1&csrfToken=#/?_k=wy6f1p


IP-4, US8478203: Phase synchronization of base stations via 

mobile feedback in multipoint broadcasting

An invention: 
How the phase synchronization of base stations can be made 

independent of multipoint-broadcast sessions and by utilizing the 

determined CPD.

A need for the invention:

In some aspects of the subject disclosure, the base-station set in a 

multipoint-broadcast session relies on only one mobile user for 

downlink-channel phase feedback. The base-station set uses the 

feedback from the mobile user to detect the CPDs, and then uses the 

detected CPDs to achieve phase synchronization in the sense that each 

base station in the set has the knowledge of the relative phases between 

any base-station pair in the base-station set. Such knowledge, together 

with the pilots in downlink transmissions as phase references for mobile 

users, is sufficient for the base stations to determine the pre-coding 

matrix for multipoint broadcasting. As a result, the feedback overhead in 

resource domain is greatly reduced.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8478203

CN102917454B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/4D723D02A7C572A3F7B8D1B979C6C76C5D2B655264B747C7
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/330897A009142021D2F495B226A2EDFFBBF61AA2E1FE2D50E26CC1E08313E3DC357A1FA16F9782FCC6BD7C64E24051A67839A940E7EA8FDB63862550C3E551611FFE75FE4124D8EE?isRedirect=1&csrfToken=#/?_k=kyhue6


IP-5, US8644265: Wideband analog channel information 

feedback

An invention:

The downlink channel information can be fed back by analog channel 

from a mobile device to a base station.

A need for the invention:

Feedback overhead reduction in a FDD environment.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8644265

CN102843222B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/7C5F61A7772813BB3E19DD850C174CC1A6FDDFB836EF9999
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/C51BD103C4D905BF7D899411AFBBFC1EC6D739CF60815E23B477E44E0C06C214CD4B2983DC05A757E2929CFBF6088B0AD2EC58F6A4DF02D7EC4CA64179B69701CF418664AE1A344C


IP-6, US9137077: Heterogeneous pilots

An invention:

A heterogeneous pilot is a signal that has different signal structures and/or 

characteristics from that of the primary information-bearing signal (e.g. 

OFDM vs. CDMA). A heterogeneous pilot thus does not use any 

resources of the primary information-bearing signal.

A need for the invention:

There are need for several types of reference signals and minimized 

usage of network resources.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US9137077

CN102916782B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/4384D32B78B7F0F3746A1FB310EAF8AB15E7965D6884F862
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/18DB94CDAB984FCD93AA5BC4F0E6B2A7DD2743F6AFE4BF792B04B52BE82609CDCCC9ABCF8F9A42ABC1AFA323C5A041F67C05A7E74E4DEDC23640F911748434F80CA992824E9815EB


IP-7, US8908587: Channel feedback in OFDM systems

An invention:

Based on a continuous time-domain channel model, the time-domain 

parameters are derived from the frequency-domain channel samples. 

The time-domain parameters in the continuous time domain include 

the number of multipaths, multipath delays, and multipath 

amplitudes. The time-domain parameters require a much smaller 

data size to describe than the frequency-domain channel samples, 

regardless of the delay spread of the channel, thereby incurring a 

much smaller feedback overhead.

A need for the invention:

Overhead reduction in a FDD domain.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US8908587

CN103067134B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/5BD8852D10609DC657413848B68B88E715E7965D6884F862
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/F3F40AEE185769722C6FD88EE40AFD9F1B19FF191D232880261BECFCCEDCB216783DE5680EA7FC803393A7A4754FA991A5AE209A582F521DC25B7F2E40D06A540048DE75F8352E8E


IP-8, US9571305: Channel estimation by time-domain 

parameter extraction

An invention:

The subject disclosure provides for improved channel estimation by extracting 

the time-domain parameters (TDP) of the channel from the channel 

observations. The TDPs can be considered as the time-domain representation 

of the channel estimation. The reconstructed channel from the extracted TDPs 

is more accurate than the channel observations that were used as the channel 

estimations in prior art.

A need for the invention:

An Improved channel estimation is needed as the quality of the channel 

estimation directly influences the receiver performance in terms of bit error rate 

and/or block error rate.

A patent family:

Granted US patent and pending CN application

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US9571305

CN103716262A

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/F8B94CC87E7C809454C064F9FD47820AA6FDDFB836EF9999
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/DE238C7A4570D57D0A3C0AB78764102571058BE3D90B9FB26E4091B4247F560AA1A08D2AF24E013EAA6D2DD030C46094541767ECD3183664F624C2574C2604C8D1537D36AE9B42A8


IP-9, US9031169: Sparse channel detection, estimation, and 

feedback

An invention:

Various detection variables can be used for sparse channel detection, including 

the relative captured channel energy, the relative captured total energy, and 

the matching error.

In some other aspects of the subject disclosure, continuous time domain 

parameter (TDP (CTDP)) extraction is used for channel estimation and 

feedback. 

In yet other aspects of the subject disclosure, various fallback options for 

channel estimation and feedback can be selected when the channel is 

determined to be non-sparse. 

A need for the invention:

Sparse channel detection is performed typically on the received signal. This 

ensures the high estimation quality and low feedback overhead when sparse 

channel-based algorithms are used on channels that are determined to be 

sparse.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US9031169

CN103997470B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/9A43B7E2AE86EE4F4572041BF5523F7916A0DD67545A9465
http://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/48E2F5A4E202F7B713E0235751D2A70EB4B26B0C14F4724621991630E134DC71BE340F5415472622F5C55775F2A92B6144C625EE751DB193C4545410995D65DDD1BE8DC99C772EF9


IP-10, US9125074: Coordinated multi-point transmission and 

multi-user (MU) MIMO

An invention:

In some aspects of the subject disclosure, a scheme called reference-signal 

grid of beam (RS-GOB) is used to distribute the effective antennas of a base 

station among multiple beams, which significantly reduces the number of 

downlink channels that have to be fed back, thereby significantly reducing the 

channel feedback overhead.

A need for the invention:

Channel feedback overhead reduction in coordinated multi-point transmission 

(CoMP) is needed and achieved by providing a flexible spatial structure on MU-

MIMO beams, and yet allowing high-throughput mobile users to achieve their 

maximum throughput.

A patent family:

Granted US and CN patents

Links to patent publications:

Espacenet patent database

US9125074

CN104079332B

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20121018&CC=US&NR=2012263222A1&KC=A1
https://share-analytics.patsnap.com/view/4384D32B78B7F0F3DFF7C9424B710F65CD2AA2399EA15744
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